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Release Notes 

McAfee Endpoint Security 10.6.1 

October Update 

For use with ePolicy Orchestrator 
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Rating  
The rating defines the urgency for installing this update. 

Rating – Mandatory  

Mandatory Critical High Priority Recommended 

 

▪ Required for all environments. 

▪ Failure to apply Mandatory updates might result in a security breach. 

▪ Mandatory patches and hotfixes resolve vulnerabilities that might affect product functionality and 
compromise security.  

▪ You must apply these updates to maintain a viable and supported product. 

For more information, see KB51560. 

https://kc.mcafee.com/corporate/index?page=content&id=KB51560
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What’s new in the October 10.6.1 release 

This update addresses customer-reported issues, memory consumption issues, product, and installer stability 
issues. 

New features 

No new features are included as part of this release. 

The release includes a full installer package and can be used to install McAfee® Endpoint Security 10.6.1 for the 

first time or upgrade from any previous Endpoint Security version.  

This release includes the following build numbers: 

 

  Component Version  

Endpoint Security Platform 10.6.1.1724 

Endpoint Security Platform extension 10.6.1.1243 

Endpoint Security Threat Prevention 10.6.1.1777 

Endpoint Security Threat Prevention extension 10.6.1.1295 

Endpoint Security Firewall 10.6.1.1394 

Endpoint Security Firewall extension 10.6.1.1224 

Endpoint Security Web Control 10.6.1.1503 

Endpoint Security Web Control extension 10.6.1.1212 

Endpoint Security Adaptive Threat Protection 10.6.1.1473 

Endpoint Security Adaptive Threat Protection extension 10.6.1.1212 

Endpoint Security Migration Extension 10.6.1.1032 

 

This release extends support to additional platforms, environments, or operating systems. 

▪ Microsoft Windows 10 version 1909 (September 2019 Update)  
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Resolved issues in the October 10.6.1 release 
This release resolves known issues from the previous releases of the product.  

For a list of current known issues, see McAfee Endpoint Security 10.x Known Issues (KB82450). 

Installation 

Component Reference Resolution 

Installation ENSW-25908/ 
1268022 

This release resolves the issue in IPS utilities and you can install Threat 
prevention successfully. 

Installation ENSW-25944/ 

1271072 

The presence of third-party log file LogLib.dll in the system32 folder 

no longer causes upgrades to fail. 

Platform 

Component Reference Resolution 

Feature Fix   ENSW-25435 A client certification was uploaded to Endpoint Security Common policy 

but the checkbox to allow the client certification deactivates after the 

system is refreshed. This is now fixed. 

Feature Fix   ENSW-25580 Large-size events are now getting successfully parsed. 

Feature Fix   ENSW-27160 This release resolves data truncation issue and now the McAfee® 

ePO roll up system works successfully. 

User Interface   ENSW-27205 The scroll bar in docs.mcafee.com is no longer disabled when the Help 

page is opened in Internet Explorer 11 or earlier. 

Interoperability   ENSW-27819 The Network List Service (netprofm) now functions properly. 

Threat Prevention 

Component Reference Resolution 

Feature Fix ENSW-25382 When importing policies from a managed system to an unmanaged 
system with the Detection Overwrite feature enabled, exclusion 
settings can now be successfully updated through the client interface. 

Feature Fix ENSW-25400/ 
1263862 

The rollup reports containing date from McAfee ePO and McAfee 
Endpoint Security now contain the same rows as reports containing 
rollup data from McAfee ePO 

Feature Fix ENSW-25450/ 
1266614 

On-Access scan option now scans and detect correct number of 
extracted files. 

Feature Fix ENSW-25453 AMSI error OpenProcess failed: 0x57 no longer occurs. 

Feature Fix ENSW-25488/ 
1268513 

The Rule editor does not save any extra code at the end of the text 
written by the user, when a rule is edited/ modified in the McAfee ePO 
database. 

Performance ENSW-25600/ 
1272094 

System no longer crashes due to stack exhaustion when copying a file 
(word document) to the desktop using Folder redirection or when 
deleting the file. 

User Interface ENSW-25686 Save button no longer grays out when changing the options in 

https://kc.mcafee.com/corporate/index?page=content&id=KB82450
https://docs.mcafee.com/
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the Custom On-Demand task setting. 

Feature Fix ENSW-25708 Changes made to the Scheduled Scan option during a custom on-

demand scan does not deactivate the Save button. 

Performance ENSW-25717 This release resolves an issue with file conversion path formatting, 
which allows for a reduction in Windows logon time in the presence 
of Endpoint Security On-Access Scanning. 

Feature Fix ENSW-25902 This release no longer generates events for non-PE files from the 
common files folder. 

Feature Fix ENSW-26907 Special characters (+,? /) are now allowed in the Signer field of Access 
Protection rules. 

Performance ENSW-27559 This release prevents mfetp.exe from leaving open handles on exiting 
processes, which resolves high non-paged pool memory consumption. 

Performance 1262047 Memory use from mctray.exe process kept increasing in task 

manager. This is now fixed. 

Feature Fix ENSW-27971 The Exploit Prevention policy is no longer disabled after upgrading to 
Endpoint Security 10.6.1. 

Firewall 

Component Reference Resolution 

Feature Fix ENSW-25778/ 

1268342 

ENSW-25796/ 
1273369 

The firewall policies are now successfully saved after duplicating a rule 

or a group in McAfee ePO. 

Feature Fix ENSW-25781 Direct-access traffic is no longer blocked by McAfee Endpoint Security 
Firewall, after upgrading from Endpoint Security 10.5.4 to 10.6.1. 

Feature Fix ENSW-25799 The Endpoint Security Firewall extension is now able to filter client 
rules properly using Direction column. 

Feature Fix ENSW-26379 Intermittent issues no longer appear while enforcing Endpoint 
Security Firewall policies on the client system. 

Web Control 

Component Reference Resolution 

Feature Fix 1266524/ 
1267020 

This release resolves the issue in displaying the annotations in search 

engine. 

User 

Interface 

ENSW-26147 The Web Control pop-up message is now positioned properly, and the 

information is readable. 

Migration Assistant Extension 

Component Reference Resolution 

Feature Fix ENSW-25352 The path file name does not get truncated while migrating access 
protection policies from McAfee® Virus Scan Enterprise to McAfee 
Endpoint Security using Endpoint Migration Assistant. 
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